Thwaites as it is today, is different from what may occur when Thwaites collapses as depicted herein,
which could be in the next five years or more based on satellite imagery. To prevent unacceptable risks to
commerce and national security since Thwaites is the greatest contributor to sea level rise, protections by
2030 from two feet minimum of sea level rise flooding are being proposed by the RELi 3.0 national
consensus resilience standard. RELi and this Collapse Schematic recognize it is uncertain exactly when
a two feet increase will occur.
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1. Thwaites backstops other W. Antarctic glaciers which will become further destabilized as shown by NASA in its
2014 video of unstoppable W. Antarctic glacial melt, documented by ice-penetrating aerial imagery in NASA JPL’s
2014 video: https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/videos/runaway-glaciers-in-west-antarctica press conference, & NatGeo article.
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/140512-thwaites-glacier-melting-collapse-west-antarctica-ice-warming

2. NASA showed “explosive & disturbing" melt of about 9 miles from 2015 -2017 in a cavity along Thwaites’ grounding
line. https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/huge-cavity-in-antarctic-glacier-signals-rapid-decay The grounding line is the intersection
of ocean, ice, and bedrock.
3. Thwaites ice sheet is on average 1000 meters thick. https://thwaitesglacier.org/about/facts Thwaites’ top / surface is
100m high at the grounding line gradually rising to 900m 70 km inland from aerial imagery taken from Fig. 4 in the
first paper showing that Thwaites will collapse. Source: Eric Rignot, Evidence for rapid retreat and mass loss of Thwaites Glacier,
West Antarctica, Journal of Glaciology, Vol. 47, No. 157 (2001).

4. Thwaites’ grounding line is moving at about one mile / yr. toward the steep, reverse slope facing inland, and is
currently about 10 miles from this slope. Source: NASA JPL 2015-2021 ice penetrating aerial imagery & peer-reviewed City of
South Miami Sea Level Rise (SLR) Flooding Pilot (2020).

5. Thwaites’ grounding line ocean temperature is 3.6º F above ocean freezing and 5.4º F above freezing along the
ocean bed farther into the Amundsen Sea Embayment. This warm ocean current is primarily causing the rapid
retreat of Thwaites grounding line inland with plenty of energy to melt the glacier. Source: Thwaites International
Collaboration (Feb. 16, 2020).

6. This plunge / collapse scenario is an example of the scientific term Marine Ice Sheet Instability, which has been
well-documented for Thwaites as a cause of ice sheet collapse, i.e https://www.antarcticglaciers.org/antarctica-2/westantarctic-ice-sheet-2/marine-ice-sheets/#:~:text=The%20Marine%20Ice%20Sheet%20Instability,and%20a%20greater%20ice%20thickness.

Thwaites reverse, inland-facing steep slope that the grounding line is rapidly approaching, is the trigger for
Thwaites Plunge / Collapse if unimpeded by several ridges on the downslope.
7. Historically, “sea level rose several meters in just decades.” Source: peer-reviewed City of South Miami SLR Flooding Pilot
showing geologic data in many different locations globally, including “Oceans can rise in sudden bursts,” Scientific American Oct. 20, 2017.

8. These new NASA JPL actual data of the grounding line retreat speed and close proximity to the steep slope that can
trigger Thwaites’ plunge, are not incorporated in any global models / projections, which thus need to be
recalibrated. Sources: NASA JPL 2021. IPCC states that the timing of rise will be much sooner than model predictions if new empirical
data from Antarctica show accelerating melting (Chapter 13 Sea Level Change at 1140 (2013)).

9. The downward force of the immense weight of Thwaites on subsequent ridges on this steep downslope, will be
much greater due to the steep downward gradient, and thus less likely to impede Thwaites’ plunge.
10. The 3.6ºF water above freezing at the grounding line is likely a catalytic lubricant, which also may increase in force
on the steep downslope further eroding the grounding line inland.
11. Once past the ridge, Thwaites current 4%
2% contribution to global sea level rise will irreversibly and rapidly increase
to about 20%
40% by “plunging into the deep part of W. Antarctica grounded about 2.5 km below sea level.” quote from
“With seas rising, stalled research budgets must also rise,” Yale Climate Connections, Apr. 27, 2021. Additional Thwaites deep
subglacial bed depth topography closer to the Amundsen Sea shows a depth of 1800m below sea level at fig. 1
(d) https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/14/2869/2020/#&gid=1&pid=1 Thwaites geomorphologic subglacial bedrock is 6,000m
in depth inland from the grounding line in the deep subglacial valley as shown by fig.
2 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0277379113004101). Based on marine and ice cores, Thwaites has
undergone

this instability collapsing before about 125,000 yrs. ago: “Evidence from sea-level records, marine sediment cores,
and ice cores suggests that WAIS [W. Antarctic Ice Sheet] has collapsed before, possibly as recently as
125,000 years ago during the last interglacial” Scherer et al., 1998, Dutton et al., 2015, Steig et al., 2015. Thwaites International
Collaboration https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S092181811630491X

12. In early 2021, scientists from the Thwaites International Collaboration reported that the ice shelf over ocean water
is becoming unstuck from an underwater mountain about 40 km offshore, causing cracking and fracturing of the
ice shelf. Source: Nature News (Dec. 14, 2021) citing Benn, D. I. et al. Preprint at Cryosphere Discuss.
https://tc.copernicus.org/preprints/tc-2021-288/ | https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/16/397/2022/tc-16-397-2022-discussion.html

Nature reports that satellite images show “[t]he fractures are propagating through the ice at speeds of several
kilometers per year. They are heading into weaker and thinner ice, where they could accelerate and lead to the
demise of this part of the ice shelf within five years … with ice flow up to three times faster into the sea,” as
estimated by Andrea Pettit, a glaciologist at Oregon State University as Pettit reported at the December 13, 2021
meeting of the American Geophysical Union. Ice shelf demise is expected to greatly accelerate the impending
collapse of the ice sheet since the ice shelf provides back pressure against the ice sheet’s flow into the ocean.
13. The national consensus resilience standard is being amended requiring 2’ (60cm) minimum protection by 2030
from sea level rise flooding and storm surge for buildings, homes, and infrastructure along tidal coasts, in order to
maintain commerce and national security with a required margin of safety, as recommended by the peer-reviewed
City of South Miami Sea Level Rise Flooding Pilot 2020 including these new NASA data.
High glacial melt being experienced now is based on:
Ocean water temperatures 3.6ºF above freezing at the grounding line;
Rain for the first recorded time on top of the Greenland ice sheet. Moulins carrying meltwater down
through the ice sheet to bedrock have been ongoing for some time.
Greatly increasing global temperatures.
Greatly increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations currently at 414 ppm and rapidly rising.
Little progress so far in achieving IPCC’s 2030 Deadline 420 gigaton carbon pollution reduction
Rapidly increasing positive feedback loops / accelerators not incorporated in IPCC’s 2030 Deadline like
large scale arctic and now mid-latitude methane releases from melting frozen organic matter and carbon
pollution from extensive global wildfires.
Calculations of high melt ice fluxes into oceans providing the 2’ minimum of protection requirement deadline by
2030 are by Dr. Eric Rignot, NASA JPL (2021), as follows:
(1) Pine Island + Thwaites + neighboring fluxes = 330 Gt/yr (1 Gt = 1 billion tons = 10^9 t = 10^12 kg).
(2) NE Stream fluxes: 40 Gt/yr + Jakobshavn 80 Gt/yr, Humboldt+Petermann 30 Gt/yr = 150 Gt/yr.
(3) Assuming these glaciers speed up by a factor 10, they will generate a sea level rise of 1.3 cm/yr or 13 cm in a
decade, or half a foot for 2030. The current 3 mm/yr is added equating to 16 cm per decade.
(4) The mass loss of Greenland is already 300 Gt/yr, about half from melt, assuming increased melt by a factor 3,
that's 450 Gt/yr extra or 1.2 mm/yr, which is closer to 18 cm per decade, about 2 cm/yr.
(5) Beyond that number, there would need to be a lot more glaciers involved in the Antarctic at about 20 cm melt
per decade.
(6) The impact of sea level rise flooding on coasts is amplified by waves and storm surge, which have been
calculated as 3x more people and property at risk by Dr. Patrick Barnard, Research Director, Climate Impacts
and Coastal Processes Team, U.S. Geological Survey, Santa Cruz, Ca., and other researchers in Multiple climate
change-driven tipping points for coastal systems, Nature Scientific Reports (2021).
(7) So now we have 54 cm to prepare for by 2030.
14. Illustration of Thwaites Impending Plunge / Collapse is based on “the domino collapse effect” typical of glacial
collapse as shown by J. N. Bassis and S. Jacobs, Diverse calving patterns linked to glacial geometry, Nature Geociences, 21 JULY 2013 |
DOI: 10.1038/NGEO1887; & D.R. MacAyeal, T.A. Scambos et al., Catastrophic ice-shelf break-up by an ice-shelf fragment-capsize mechanism,
Journal of Glaciology, Vol. 49, No. 164 (2003).
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15. Review & comment on development and finalization of this Thwaites Plunge / Collapse Schematic were made by
Dr. Eric Rignot, Senior Scientist, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Donald Bren and Chancellor's Professor of Earth
System Science, University of California Irvine, NAS Member. He served on the IPCC Assessment Reports 4 and 5.
16. Development, modification & finalization of Thwaites Plunge / Collapse Schematic were prepared by Chuck Carter
of Chuck Carter Studios, a science illustrator completing projects for NASA JPL including Pine Island Glacier and ice
on Mars, U.S. Geologic Survey, U.S. Department of Defense, Caltech, Scientific American, National Geographic,
Hollywood Studios and others.
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